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Planetary gear set operation

D. Talbot, A. Kahraman, International Gears Conference 2014: August 26-28, Lyon, 2014 planetary gear kits have many advantages over their parallel-axis counterparts in terms of their power density, tolerance insensitivity and noise attributes in addition to kinematic flexibility. One of the possible disadvantages of planetary gear kits is the power outage
caused by several branches of the planet resulting from a larger number of fishing gears for mesh and bearings. Power losses of planetary gear sets can be grouped into two categories based on their dependence on load. Load-dependent (mechanical) power losses are caused by friction of external and internal gear mesh interfaces as well as planetary
bearings, while load-independent (spin) losses are associated with carrier mounting and gear pulling, bearing viscous losses and oil air pockets at the gear eye interfaces. Assuming that these power loss components are independent of each other, this study proposes a methodology that implements a family of models to predict the total capacity loss of
planetary gear sets, including primary mechanical and spin loss components. Capacity loss predictions for the proposed methodology compared to published experiments (1) to assess its accuracy in typical ranges of operating conditions and design variations.S. Wang, ... F. Wang, International Gear Conference 2014: 26-28 August 2014, Lyon, 2014Double-
seine planetary toolkit combines herring gear and planetary gear set, it has many high-quality functions such as: reliable transmission, smooth operation and so on. Double-helical planetary gear kits are widely used for heavy and high-speed mechanical transmissions, especially marine turbines, internal combustion engines. Many studies have been carried
out on the dynamic properties of planetary gear kits. J. Lin and R.G. Parker[1,2] analysed the characteristics of planetary gear assemblies. A. Kahraman[3,4] carried out a study to investigate the impact of production errors on planetary gear voltage and planetary load sharing. R.G. Paroteris[5.6] presented a way to suppress the planetary regime's response
to planetary gear dynamics by gradually crossing the eye. However, these studies are primarily based on stimulate or spiral planetary gear kits, and there is less research on double-helical planetary gear sets. The method of lumped mass is taken to find a purely rotating dynamic model of the multi-DOF system in a double-spiral planetary gear set. And
differential equations are presented. Dynamic dynamic loads between the teeth of the system are dynamic response and behaviour and will provide an important practical role for the reduction of vibration and noise in double-helical planetary gear kits. What's more, it can also be useful in design planetary tool kits with high quality. M Chapron,... S. Beckerelle,
2014 International Gear Conference: 2014 August, Lyon, 2014Planeterical Tool Sets Sets Sets commonly used in a wide range of applications, such as aeronautical turboengagers. Their main advantage is the advantage of the power-to-weight ratio obtained by dividing the power into several paths in a compact arrangement of parts. In addition, double spiral
gears with a spiral angle in the opposing hands theoretically cancel the axial strands while improving acoustic performance compared to spur gears. Actual applications, noise and reliability can be downgraded due to inevitable assembly and manufacturing errors that increase instant mesh strength and the wrong balance of planetary load sharing, thus
creating possible premature failures. In the literature you will find several documents on the dynamics of planetary gears. Botman et al. (1.2) showed that planetary indexing and flexible ring tools can significantly reduce the overload caused by planetary depletion errors. Cheon and Parker (3,4) analysed the effects of some normal manufacturing errors on the
dynamic tooth and load load. Bodas et al. (5) proposed a classification methodology leading to three different error groups. Later (6), the authors compared their numerical projections with experimental data and highlighted the fact that amplitude and frequency modulation depend on the gradual introduction of the planet. A formula was then obtained to
predict the modulation of the sidebars (7). Ligata et al. (8.9) emphasized the dominant effect of tangential planetary position errors on unequal load distribution between planets at low speed. Singh (10.11) obtained a closed-form formula to quantify the planet's load distribution in the presence of errors, the results of which also compare experimental evidence
of Ligata et al. More recently, Gu et Velex (12) extended these analyses to allow for high-speed applications. In the case of double spiral gears, literature is small. Jauregui and Gonzalez (13) proposed a simple torsional model to test axial vibration heriline tools caused by manufacturing errors. Ajmi and Velex (14) tied two 6 degrees of freedom in spiral gear
elements using the Tymoshenko light element to analyse the impact of helix stregger and floating gear on the quasi-static and dynamic behaviour of the single-stage gearbox. Sondkar and Kahraman (15) developed a dynamic model of double-spiral planetary gear and investigated their free and involuntary vibrational properties along with the effects of helix
stages and piloted/floating solar gear. The purpose of this document is to present a simplified 3D lumped parameter model for double-spiral planetary gear, which involves translation and spinning displacement solely for the purpose of analyzing the impact of planetary positions and pitch error distribution to dynamic tooth loading. S.N Doğan, ... J.
Dorfschmid, an advanced fuel and advanced vehicle technology for advanced environmental performance, 2014Leyexist DNR set basically consists of a planetary gear set with two hydraulically operated multiple clutches. Moving forward clutch clutch the reversing brake is open, causing the planet to be geared, which rotates like a block. If the direction of
rotation is to be changed, the front clutch is open and the reverse brake is blocked, causing the planet carrier to brake. In this case, the power flows to the ring gear through the central gear and planetary gears, and thus to the drive shaft. The direction of rotation is changed by the planetary gear set.D. Talbot's stationary gear ratio, ... I. Napau, International
Gears Conference 2014: August 26-28, Lyon, 2014A planetary test setup previously used for planetary gearing (1) and other purposes (12-14) was used here with minor changes. A detailed description of the test settings can be found in these documents. Between the drive motor and the gearbox was a high-precision torque meter that measures the torque
delivered to the gearbox. The gearbox used two sets of planetary gears with the same ratio and identical dimensions arranged in a back-to-back configuration. These two gear assemblies are called a test kit (containing test bearings) and a reaction set. In both reaction and test gear kits, solar gear was allowed to swim to achieve a better planet-to-planet
load-sharing (12.15). Each set of planetary tools used here included six planetary tools. On the reaction set of the planet bearings were used double-breasted shack needle bearings. The tools of this planet were installed on the carrier using a pin (which acted as an internal race, but the planet bore acted as an outer race) and the aforementioned bearings. In
addition, two traction washers were placed on both sides of the carrier to center both the gear and the bearing on the pin. The test gear kit uses FCN bearings as well as a two-layer traction washer design (steel washer and brass washer). In each test, different test side planet gear sets (each with different bore diameters to accommodate bearings of different
sizes) and loose needles were used. Although the traction washers used in each test had the same design, each new test was carried out with a new set of washers. The oil was delivered to the hollow free end of the solar shaft through a rotating union. The feed pump was used to pump oil from the reservoir to the gearbox at a flow rate of 1,9 Lpm. The
lubrication system included a heating device placed on the feed line to facilitate the tests at elevated oil intake temperatures between 40 and 100 °C. A typical automatic transmission fluid (ATF) was used throughout testing.A. Hammami, ... M. Haddars at the International Gear Conference 2014: 2014. 26 and 28 August 2014, Lyon, the 2014 test bench
consists of two identical sets of planetary gears: a set of test tools and a set of response tools are backwards: the solar connection tools for the two planets' gear sets are connected to a common shaft, and the carrier of the two planets' gear sets is connected to a hollow shaft (1. Figure 1: Picture. Test bench and instrument layout diagramEcomotor
connected to the solar gear shaft to rotate both gear sets, controlled by the frequency inverter MICROMASTER 440 and the STARTER software. Four triaxial accelerometers shall be used on this test bench: two accelerometers shall be installed in each ring (Figure 2). The tachymeter shall measure the rotational speed of the cab. Figure 2: In the first Three
axial accelerometers on the free ring and fixation ringSignals are recorded by the image acquisition system LMS SCADAS, and the data is processed by the LMS Test.Lab software to obtain the acceleration spectrum. The history of time was collected and average and later autopower is used to obtain a frequency spectrum that corresponds to each average
time in history.J. Durand de Gevigney,... S. Becquerelle, International Gear Conference 2014: August 26-28, Lyon, 2014 By Changenet et al. (7) The thermal network method is used to simulate the thermal behaviour of the transmission. The basic principle is to divide the unit isothetermic element. The planetar train shall be divided into 32 isothermic
elements as shown in Figure 2 and Table 2. The elements are connected by thermal resistance the witch depends on the heat transfer mode, i.e. conduction, free or forced convection and radiation. The heat generated by mechanical loss is introduced into some selected network nodes. The resolution of the national equations in each node can be obtained
under short-term conditions in the gear ratio. The thermal network concerned is shown in Figure 3.2. 32 elements of the heat grid2. Elements of the heat networkNumberElement reference1G2Injected oil3Acted oil4Air inside the hull5Increased planetary carrier rolling element #16Casing holding planet carrier growth and falling element bearing #27Ring-gear
housing8Number holding the roller castor of sun-gear rolling elements9Ior carrier sliding element, bearing bearing #110Planet-carrier rolling elements bearing #211Sun-gear sliding elements bearing12, 13, 14Worder bearings (needle bearings)15Last carrier #116Planet-carrier shaft #217Planet-carrier shaft #318Sun-gear shaft19, 20, 21Equipment2
shaft2Sun-gear23, 24, 25Equipment26Silving gear27, 28, 29Connectors/planetary mesh meses30, 31, 32s/ring gear meshs 3. Thermal network tested planetary tool set Planetary Gear Set is considered to be a set of elements that are simple geometric shapes (such as cylinders, vertical flat plates ...). Thus, the classic relationship of heat transfer can be
used to quantify the associated heat resistance. In order to assess the exchange of heat with the convection and radiation between the elements of the body (elements #5, #6, #7 and #8) and the surrounding air (Figure 3), the Newton and Stephan-Boltzmann laws apply accordingly (8). Heat transfer through solids (e.g. between elements, #15, #16 and #17
form one unique part of the planetary gear set) or between two different contact parts (e.g. between #5 and #6) shall be calculated by means of classical heat transfer preparations using conductivity (7). The oil injected into the mechanical transmissive causes convection heat transfer. Thanks to this process, the heat is depressed away from several
surfaces: (a) with the flow of oil into the pipes or (b) through the walls of the shell, (c) with forced convection with rotating parts and d with a centrifugal throw on the tooth face (7). Futhermore takes into account two different operating conditions for this type of heat transfer model depending on whether the electric motor is running or not. Due to various
sources of energy losses, the oil temperature increases between the inlet and outlet. Thus, in order to assess the warming of the lubricant, the thermal resistance, which is based on the transport of energy, which is an oil flow, connects the #2 element and element #3 (Figure 3). Finally, some heat also passes through Hertzian contacts between mating gears.
These contact surfaces are very small compared to the intrinsic dimensions of the gear, the thermal current is narrowing from the surface to the centre of the fishing gear. Stricture thermal resistances (7) are added to take account of this phenomenon. Five sources of no-load power loss shall be identified in the planetary gear pool:(a)power losses from
rotating seals. This type of power loss is assessed by formulae obtained from (8) and entered into nodes #15 #16.b) for power losses caused by viscous forces rolling elements bearings. The classic formulas developed by Harris are used to assess this source of energy loss. As shown (7), this type of power loss is the function of oil viscosity, rotational
speed, middle diameter of the sliding bearing and factor f0, which depends on the type of bearing and lubrication. These power losses are injected into #9, #10, #11 #10, #12, #13 and #14.c) as to how the current losses due to oil trapping. This type of power loss is calculated in accordance with the Mauz formulas (9). It can be noticed that this source of
energy loss mainly depends on the oil flow really trapped between the teeth. These power losses shall be entered into #2.d) for this Regulation Power losses caused by oil acceleration. The flow of oil jet is accelerated in the direction of the rim as described (10). This source of power loss shall be calculated using the proposed model (10) and shall be
introduced into #2.e)Power losses due to the phenomenon of windings. The loss of winding power caused by rotating elements (gears and planetary carrier) shall be assessed according to the Diab equations (11). These power outages are entered into #3. But some relationships use parameters that are difficult to accurately define. For example, according to
rolling element bearing manufacturers, the f0 parameter may vary depending on the a wide range of values. Moreover, for oil trapping capacity losses, the real oil flow trapped between teeth is not clearly defined. Finally, as regards wind loss, the impact of the enclosure may have a significant impact on the loss of electricity, but it cannot be quantified. As a
result, according to the assumptions used, it is possible to find a very different distribution of power loss planetary gear set.A. Kahraman, ... A. Singh at the International Gear Conference 2014: August 26-28, Lyon, the efficiency of automatic car transmissions in 2014 depends on the efficiency of the planet's gear sets that they use to transmit power. Moving
towards a higher number of gear ratios often causes kinematic configurations that could operate planetary gear kits at higher speeds, causing additional problems in terms of drive efficiency. Capacity losses of any gear system may be classified into two major groups. One group of losses, often referred to as mechanical (load-dependent) power outages, is
caused by friction at the oiled gear and bearing contacts, and this increases with the torque transmitted by the gear system. The second group of losses consists of load-independent mechanisms, often referred to as spin power outages. The loss of rotation of the terms is freely used to define losses due to system rotation without any load (i.e. transmitting
power). In gearboxes that work in the event of a lubricating fall, spin losses cause losses associated with churning oil (pulling and drilling into the pocket) around the gears and bearings. In planetary systems, oil is usually provided to contact interfaces using specially designed lubrication pathways designed to distribute oil from the rotational center outwards.
Under these conditions, fishing gear and bearings shall be subject to a known mixture of oil and air. The main sources of spin loss in the planetary gear assembly include i viscous resistance losses associated with the spinning components, namely gears, bearings and carrier kits, (ii) lubricants and air pumping from spaces between the teeth of mesage gears
and (iii) friction losses that exist in the bearings of the planet's gear but rotate freely. Towing power loss (Pd) are those associated with the interaction of each individual gear and vehicle assembly with the environment, where the windings refer to the spinning of the component in the air, and the churning refers to the pulling associated with the lubricant
interaction of a component that is fully or partially immersed in the oil. There are three main sources of drag energy loss in the planetary system – solar gear drag (Pds), planet carrier assembly drag (Pdc), and ring tool drag (PNR). Any of these components that are stationary would produce zero drag. Each loss of traction power is (i) the sum of the power
loss due to oil/air resistance on the periphery of the gear or vehicle (circumference) and (ii) power loss due to oil/air resistance on gear or holder [1]. The total drag power loss of the planetary tool that is given as the sum of each source pd = Pds + Pdc + Pdr. Pumping power loss (Pp) is caused by gears squeezing (or pumping) oil (or oil-air mixture) from the
gap between the teeth when they enter the net [1,2]. These losses occur in each solar net with planets (PPS), as well as ring gear with planetary (Ppr) eyes so that Pp = N (PPS +Ppr), where N is the number of planetary gears in the set of gears. Planetary bearing rotation losses (Pb) can be described as (i) load-dependent (mechanical) losses and (ii viscous
(load-independent) power losses. Each planet bearing and washer is subject to a viscous power loss pvb. They cause load (and speed)dependent friction to pull each planet's bearing, despite the fact that no mechanical power is transmitted by a set of tools. These radial forces cause certain power losses, identified here as Pgb. Here, which has a planet with
a mass m, Cgb = f1 dm r ω2c ωb, where dm is the diameter of the bearing pitch, r is the average distance of the solar planet's gear pair, ωb is the planet's gear-bearing speed (relative speed of the planet's gear relative to the carrier) and f1 is the usage constant determined by testing. For α = ωb/ ωc, Cgb = f1αdm r ω3c. With this, the total power loss
associated with all planetary bearings in the planetary gear kit is given as Pb =N (Pvb Cgbm). By summing up these three main sources of energy loss, the total spin power loss of the N-planetary planetary gear kit can be written as a basic book on power loss gear refers to the mechanical efficiency of fixed center, parallel axis gearing applications. In recent
years, mechanical efficiency models based on elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) compositions have been proposed to investigate the effects of lubricant parameters, surface conditions (surface roughness and sowing), gear geometry and operating conditions for contact friction and mechanical power outages (e.g. ref. [4]). There are also some detailed
experimental studies of spur and spiral gear mechanical power loss that were conducted to provide experimental databases [5]. However, these studies play a limited role in this study, which focuses on spin power outages. Some studies have studied spin power loss in fixed centers of stimulating and spiral gears. These studies do not include bearing losses,
as fixed centre gear systems can be studied separately from bearing losses. Studies such as references [6,7] show the use of empirical or computational liquids models with wind power losses in separate gears in the air. Meanwhile, studies like ref. [5.8] aimed at fixing spin losses in fixed center spur or spiral gear pairs the eye with viscous drag and pocket
damage lumped together. Other studies have presented models describing pocket behaviour and models that are able to separately characterize pocket and towing losses for pairs of fixed gears in the screen [1,2,9–11]. The applicability of these one-gear or gear pairing loss studies to planetary gear systems is limited due to the interaction functions of
planetary tools, including planetary bearings, planetary carriers rotating eye gears, and multi-figs. Power outages from all these components interact in more complex ways, such as that the above models, which relate to fixed centre gear spin losses, cannot be used to accurately simulate spin power losses in planetary gear systems. Most planetary gear kits
require cylindrical roller bearings to support the planet's gear. These bearings move at high speeds and can cause large power losses due to viscosity effects and contact friction. As these bearings are an integral part of the planetary system, their power losses should also be investigated [12]. The study of power loss in planetary gear systems was mainly
conducted from a gear kinematic point of view and is of little importance in this study, such as the ref. These studies did not take into account spin losses. Talbot et al [14] presented the results of a wide-ranging experimental planetary gear pool efficiency study, including impacts on load, speed, oil temperature, number of planets and loss of gear roughness
amplitude power. By taking measurements loaded and unloaded in experiments with the same speed values, they were able to separate the meter and mechanical losses. They [15] later proposed a forecasting methodology that includes both spin and mechanical losses to demonstrate a good agreement with [14]. This existing working body is not able to
create an understanding of the power outages that occur in planetary gears in unloaded conditions. The purpose of this study is to experimentally investigate spin power loss in planetary gear systems. Experiments are conducted with one unloaded, spiral planetary tool set using a variety of hardware and gear configurations. This data is then used to isolate
and quantify eq. Jibin Hu,... Zengxiong Peng, Modelling, Dynamics and Control of Electrified Vehicles, in 2018 To facilitate analysis, the transmission system display ing diagram is widely used. One planetary gear set stick diagram is shown in Figure 4.4 showing the stick diagram of the transmission mechanism general three-mode hybrid system. Figure 4.4:
Figure 4.4: Stick scheme for transmission. In the kinematics and dynamics of the machine a simpler method of analyzing and describing the gear trains, called lever analogy diagram, is commonly used in industry. The lever analogy chart is very useful in analyzing gear trains that have more than two connected planetary gear sets. For one set of planetary
tools, there is no need to add a level of abstraction. The lever analogy is a representation of the translation system of the rotating parts of planetary gear. Lever analogy, the entire connection of planetary gear trains can usually be represented by a single vertical lever. Input, output and response torques are represented by horizontal forces on the lever. The
movement of the lever relative to the reaction point is the rotational speed. Using a lever, for example, can easily visualize the main functions of transmission without addressing the complexity of planetary gear kinematics. The procedure for mounting the lever system, which is analogous to planetary gear sets, is as follows: (1) replace each gear set with a
vertical lever; (2) transscale, interconnection and/or combination levers according to the interconnection of gear sets; and (3) identify the connections to the lever(s) according to the connections of the gear sets. Lever is the basic building block analogy that replaces the planetary tool set. The leverage ratios are determined by the number of teeth on the sun
and ring tools. Then the next step is combining levers and identifying connections in gear kits. One planetary gear set stick diagram is shown in Figure 4.5A, and the lever change is shown in Figure 4.5.B figure. Torque equations are obtained by means of a lever diagram. The justification for these replacements may not be obvious, but the horizontal force-
speed ratio of the lever may be considered to be identical to the ratio of the torque torque torque and rotational speed of the gear set. As shown in Figure 4.6, when a simple gear set is grounded, the ring and sun rotate in the opposite direction at a speed inversely proportional to the number of teeth, and the corresponding points on the analog lever work in
the same way. Figure 4.5: Figure 4.5: Lever analogy diagrams. Figure 4.6: Figure 4.6: Leverage diagram: (A) the adhesion scheme of two gear sets of connected planets, (B) the representation of the lever of each gear set and the representation of (C) two levers. The interconnections between the gear sets shall be replaced by horizontal links connected to
the short space on the levers. Where two gear assemblies have a pair of interconnections, the relative scale constants and position of their analogue levers shall be such that the coupled links are horizontal. The levers connected by horizontal links remain parallel and can therefore be functionally replaced by a single lever with the same vertical dimension
between the points. This is shown in Figure 4.1. Levers represent two simple planetary gear sets. Let the number of teeth in planetary gear 1 be 65 and 33 teeth ring and solar gear, respectively; and Planetary Gear 2 has 55 and 21 teeth ring and solar gear, respectively. Figure 4.6A shows a stickchaem of two planetary sets of gears, 4.6.B image. The lever
analogy makes it easy to analyze mechanical transmissions of angular speed and torque. The following measures must be observed: (1) replacing planetary gear sets with their equivalent levers; (2) re-scale the levers in such a way that their interconnections are horizontal; (3) where possible, leverage shall be pooled; (4) identify the inputs, exits and
reactions of each gear; and (5) solve the lever system for angle speeds and torques respectively. The graph model of the planetary transmission mechanism is mainly divided into two types. The first type uses the epicyclic gear train as the main topological unit and links and kinematic pairs as basic elements. Figure 4.4 shows the graph of the basic
topological unit. The apex and line represent the link and connection between the links, the thick lines represent a pair of gears, and the thin lines represent a pair of rotations. This model is from Buchsbaum and Freudenstein (Figure 4.7–4.12). Figure 4.7: Figure 4.7: Grafa's edorthetic model. (A) diagram of epicyclic gear trains; B) Epicyclic gear train graph
model. Figure 4.8: Figure 4.8: Graph model of complex joints. Figure 4.9: Figure 4.9: PGT graph emory model. A planetary gear diagram; B) Planetary gear graph model. Figure 4.10: Figure 4.10: PGT graph emory model. A planetary gear diagram; B) Planetary gear lever diagram. Figure 4.11: Figure 4.11: Model of the graph theory. A planetary gear
diagram; B) Planetary gear graph model. Figure 4.12: Figure 4.12: PGT graph emory model. The second type uses planetary gear trains as a basic topological unit. Each planetary gear train contains only three basic links: solar gear, carrier gear, and ring gear (planetary gear is not considered in this graph model). Different representations are proposed for
this type of model. The advantage of this type of model is that the planetary gear train is taken as a basic topology unit that simplifies the graph theory.F. Ren, D. Qin at the International Gear Conference 2014: August 26-28, 2014, Lyon, 2014. Parameters e.g. HPGTParametersSunPlanetCarrierLeft ringSoil ring Number of teeth, Z2317-5757Normal module,
mn (mm)2727-2727Tooth width, b (mm)360360-170170Heal angle, β (°)2525-2525 Standard pressure angle, αn (°)2020-2020Mass (kg)7505255091450450I/r2 (kg)6634205724546546Bearing stiffness x, y, z direction (N/m)ks x, y, z = 109, kp x, y, z = 109, kc x, y, z = 109,kc x, z = 109, kc x, z = 109, kRr1 x, y, z = kLr2 x, y, z = 1010Inlet speed
(r/min)100Inlet moment (CN•m)100 Herring planetary gear, set as shown in Figure 1, is analysed in the event of component vibration reactions if the eccentric error of solar speed production I = 100 μm, if other manufacturing errors are ignored. The analysis can result in time-sensitive eye stiffness from Formula (10). 4th Figure 1 shows the vibration
displacement time level response to vibration displacement for some of the main components of the system, including the carrier, the solar and planetary gear in the x-direction, direction y, direction z (axial direction) and direction (direction of the marching direction) denoted respectively as xi, yi, zi, ui (i = c, s, p1) where the eccentric error in the production of
the coil is I = 100 μm. From Indicator 4, it can be established that (1) time domain vibration displacements in system components in each direction of the DOF fluctuate around their equilibrium position and low frequency cyclic oscillations appear; (2) The axial vibration displacement of each component is less than the transverse vibration displacement, the
vehicle's axial vibration displacement shall be minimal in relation to the solar gear and planetary gears, and the displacement of the x-direction, direction, z direction and payh vibration is less than the corresponding vibration displacement of the DOF direction of the solar gear and planetary gears, possibly due to lower speed and higher cab rigidity; (3) The
vibration displacements of solar speed are highest in comparison to other components, possibly due to the higher speed of the sun speed and the directly related eccentric error in the Eu; (4) The transverse vibration displacement of each component shall be at least two sizes greater than their axial vibration displacement, possibly due to the structure of the
symmetrical shape of the teeth. Figure 4: Vibration displacement time domain for system components with solar gear production eccentric error I = 100 μm. The keys: (a), (b), (c) and (d) are intended for vibration moves in x-direction, direction y, z and direction respectively; (e), (f), (g) and (h) are intended respectively for the displacement of vibrations in x-
direction, direction y, z and direction of the solar mechanism respectively; (i), (j), (k) and (l) are intended respectively for the displacement of planetary vibration in the direction of 1 x, y, direction z and direction respectively. Figure 5 shows the vibration displacement time level response to vibration displacement for some of the main components of the system,
including carrier, solar and planetary gear in x-direction, direction y, direction of z (axial direction) and direction (direction of displacement of masonry) expressed in xi, yi, zi, ui (i = c, s, p1) respectively if manufacturing errors are ignored. Comparison of figures 4a, 4e and 4(i) with points 5a and 5(a) and 5(i) shows that: amplitude of each component (carrier,
sun, planet) becomes apparently smaller than if the solar gear production eccentric error is I = 100 μm, especially the change in solar gear vibration amplitude x-direction is the most significant, probably due to solar gear production eccentric error I . At the same time, it is also observed that the vibration amplitude in the direction of each component, without
the manufacturing errors shown in Figure 5, are also significantly lower than those with the eccentric error of solar gear I = 100 μm, shown in Figure 4, possibly due to an eccentric error in the production of solar gear; the same trend has also been observed for vibration amplitudees from each component direction (in the direction of torsional). As set out in
5.c) and 5.c) and 5c, in the absence of production errors, the displacement of the solar gear and planetary gears of herring, as well as the vibration of the carrier z, as well as the carrier will disappear, they are only similar to impregnating tools, that is, production error trenches are a source of vibration in the axial direction and directly affect the axial vibration
of HPGT components. From the time the domain responses shown in Figure 4 with the solar tool eccentric error I and Figure 5 without manufacturing errors, it can be concluded that production error agitation improves HPGT vibration response. Figure 5: Time domain reactions to vibration displacement system components without manufacturing errors. The
keys: (a), (b), (c) and (d) are intended for vibration moves in x-direction, direction y, z and direction respectively; (e), (f), (g) and (h) are intended respectively for the displacement of vibrations in x-direction, direction y, z and direction of the solar mechanism respectively; (i), (j), (k) and (l) are intended respectively for the displacement of planetary vibration in
the direction of 1 x, y, direction z and direction respectively. Figure 6 shows changes in dynamic eye strength Fsp1R = δsp1R · on the right side of the ksp1R 1 with the timing of the mesh, when the eccentric error of the solar gear ises = 100 μm and the manufacturing errors are not, respectively, where δsp1R and ksp1R are the same as formulas (2) and
(10b). From Figure 6 it can obviously be observed that the dynamic mesh forces from hpgt on the right side1 with a manufacturing error and without it do not have low frequency components. The dynamic mesh force of the mean values in both cases is approximately 5,7 × 104 N. Figure 6: Dynamic network force FRsp1 (t) response to domain time 1. Keys:
(a) solar gear producing eccentric es = 100 μm; (b) without manufacturing errors. Figure 7 shows the hpgt right-hand solar glider 1 frequency spectrum if the eccentric solar gear error I = 100 μm and without production errors obtained by using fourier rapid transformation to transform the time domains of points 6(a) and 6(b) into frequency domains.
Respectively. From the frequency spectrums in Figure 7a with the eccentric error of solar gear I can observe that some key frequencies 27.3 Hz, 133 Hz, 162 Hz, 213 Hz, 232 Hz, 613 Hz, 1187 Hz, etc. The maximum value of the frequency spectrums of 0 Hz FSP1R (t) is the highest FSP1R (t) side-by-side component. And the amplitude of dynamic mesh
force FSP1R at 0 Hz shown in paragraph 7(a) shall be 5,7 × 104 N, which is only correctly equal to the mean value of dynamic mesh force FSP1R (t) in the time domain in Figure 6a. In addition, the maximum 162 Hz frequency spectrum value of fsp1R(t) is the second highest value and 162Hz corresponds to the natural frequencies of sequence 7 of the
system. And 133 Hz, 213 Hz, 232 Hz, 613 Hz and 1187 Hz, as well as 27.3 Hz correspond respectively to 5, 8, 9, 16, 22 order system natural frequencies, as well as eye frequency. It can therefore be concluded that the frequency spectrum of the dynamic network force FSP1R(t) is att. 7.a) With an eccentric error in solar tools, higher amplitudees at mesh
frequency (27,3 Hz) and some natural frequencies such as 133 Hz, 162 Hz, 213 Hz, 232 Hz, 613 Hz, 1187 Hz, etc. In Figure 7(b) the frequency spectrum of the dynamic mestro power Fsp1R(t) on the right side of hpgt on the right side of the sun (1) shall be presented if no manufacturing errors exist. When comparing Figure 7(a) with Figure 7(b), it can also
be observed that the amplitude of variation of dynamic mesh forces with the eccentric error of the solar gear I am obviously higher than those with no manufacturing errors, so it can be concluded that the agitation of production errors improves the fluctuations in the force of the eye. Figure 7: In the first The frequency spectrum of the dynamic mestrof force
FRsp1 (t) on the right side of the solar planet 1. Keys: a with solar tool that produces eccentric I = 100 μm; (b) without manufacturing errors. Error.
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